Introduction
'So do you think it may be possible to move toward dialogue, maybe initial, off record contacts to see what obstacles or possibilities exist for a negotiated process to end the conflict?' The question posed by our peace research team to the representatives of the Basque separatist movement was genuine though intuitively we knew the response. The heads shook slowly and the inevitable short answer emerged, 'No. It is going to be a hard two years,' followed by a much more detailed justification and rationale.
The year of this conversation could have been 1991 prior to the Barcelona Olympic Games, or 1994 following the Olympics. On the other hand, it could have been January 2001, for the answer was much the same. The counterpart could just as well have been representatives of the Spanish Government rather than the separatists. For that matter, the conversation could have taken place in Northern Ireland, Somalia, or Colombia. In protracted conflict, the horizon of expectation is not the rise of peaceful change. The horizon is the regeneration of violence, steady and sure as the rising sun.
The conversation, much repeated in my experience as a conciliator, poses a dilemma that I often hear framed as a significant doubt and question from students in seminars and journalists in interviews. Is it possible to negotiate while the fighting is still raging, and when, for all practical purposes, neither side is expecting or even preparing for any significant change in the cycle of deadly conflict?
In this chapter, I will formulate some initial responses to that question from the standpoint and perspective of a practitioner. Theoretically, the field abounds with suggestions. Most well known is the idea of 'ripeness' first articulated by Zartman in his important book Ripe for Resolution.
1 Since 1995 research and writing have focused on lessons gained from peace processes and the question of timing. 2 The arguments have suggested that negotiations, and in particular mediation and conciliation, need to read a situation with a capacity to determine whether the timing is right for nudging the conflict from violence to dialogue, and more specifically to agreements that end the open violence. Conditions, patterns, and criteria have emerged to further develop this capacity, but in the end the metaphor created by 'ripeness' points towards a single important premise: change from cycles of deadly violence to negotiation is possible only when the conflict and its perpetrating actors have reached a certain maturation point; then conciliation and negotiation efforts can be introduced with greater effectiveness and success.
This chapter is not aimed at refuting the important research gained from the studies of peace processes in reference to criteria and patterns for successful intervention and negotiation in deadly conflict. I will provide a critique of the guiding metaphor -ripeness -and propose a re-orientation of the practice of developing negotiated peace processes with particular reference to time periods prior to and following the opening of formal talks. These are reflections that emerge from my own direct experiences and I believe that while they provide an alternative view to the metaphor of ripeness they are complementary to the existing body of literature.
A critique of ripeness
I start with three observations as to why I have found ripeness a limited metaphor for practice and then suggest several alternative metaphors or guiding perspectives in reference to how practitioners might align their work when faced with the question of whether it is possible to work for peace and negotiations when fighting is still raging. Let me start with what I consider to be a few of the practical limitations of ripeness.
Ripeness is a rear-view mirror
From the standpoint of practice ripeness theory and approaches present an awkward challenge and paradox. On the one hand, much of this theoretical emphasis has been pursued in order to create a 'predictive' capacity useful to conciliators and mediators as they engage with people involved in negotiation processes. Such a capacity offers the promise that if, as practitioners, we can recognize factors, conditions, and characteristics of negotiation situations in settings of violent conflict we can effectively increase our capacity to achieve a settlement, or inversely, to know when it is not effective to proceed with the effort. In other words, ripeness proposes to provide a predictive capacity. This is a forward-looking skill orientation, one that assumes linearity of process capable of foretelling outcomes from conditions. To draw the metaphor, ripeness
